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Thank you for all the feedback…we truly value your opinion on ways we can continue to make 
the academy better.  Feel free to send any feedback to soccerwebmaster@fusz.com 
 
 
“I thought the program was very beneficial and well planned. 
 
The coaches and the assistants did a great job of keeping the kids interested and involved, with plenty of ball 
touches and a minimum of talking.  They were learning and having fun – can’t beat that!! 
 
 I would recommend the program to others without any reservations.” 

Terry Michler 
CBC High School, Head Soccer Coach 

  
 
“Great program for U6… The coaches explain the drills ‘down to kid level’, so the kids take the info in and then 
practice what’s been explained. My daughter enjoys going along each week and would like to stay longer than the 
one hour!” 

Chriss Rolfe 
 
 
“Thought the program kept the kids interested and moving the whole time as well as learning and improving on 
soccer skills.”      

 Bill Blay 
 
 
“Our daughter looks forward to attending each week.  She has even asked to continue after this session ends.  
She loves it more than other activities.”     

Mike Klearman 
 
 
“Lou Fusz Academy was a perfect combination of skills training and fun!  The coach and instructors were all very 
knowledgeable and great with the kids.  An excellent program that I will recommend to all my friends!” 

Sheela Gallardo 
 
 
“Overall I thought the sessions were great.  Mike does a nice job of mixing fun and teaching skills.  He is very 
patient with all the kids and really seems like he enjoys being out there.  I will definitely recommend his camps.” 

Brian Musielak 
 
 
“It was refreshing to see my three kids in an environment where they can learn soccer rather than be distracted by 
kids who don’t want to learn.   Many of the kids there are really good for their age, which provided some 
wonderfully positive peer pressure for the other kids to “step-up” their game.   My three kids like doing their drills 
together at home and showing each other a little of what they learned.   It’s fun and competitive.   It’s just what 
they needed.    Thank you!” 

Richard Klein 
 
 
“Good Instruction!    Coaches have good control of the kids and get the most out of them, while still keeping it 
fun.” 

Brett Borders 



 
“We have two boys (ages 8 & 9) that attended the training session.  We believe they learned some truly vital skills 
that will help them improve as soccer players.  They really enjoyed the program and looked forward to it each 
week.” 

Kelly Vivian 
 
 
“The program first and foremost was fun with the added benefit of improving my daughter’s soccer skills at the 
same time.  Not knowing a lot about the game myself  I found that the games the kids played really helped them 
focus on improving their ball handling skills and touching the ball a lot while not feeling like they were going 
through drills.  The communication from Marty about the program was great and my wife and I particularly liked 
the trainers/coaches explaining the parents what was currently taking place and the benefit of that drill while the 
kids were practicing/playing.”   

Greg Doerring 
 
 
“This was our first experience with indoor soccer training.   My son also played on a Vetta Indoor team, yet he 
enjoyed this indoor training better than the actual "weekend game" program at Vetta.” 

 
                                                                                                                         Randi Schenberg 

 

 


